NEW WORKS BY UNDERGRADUATE COMPOSERS

FEATURING

STUDENTS OF LEI LIANG’S MCS 103A SEMINAR IN COMPOSITION

SPECTRAL CONVERSATIONS FOR STRING QUARTET
BY RYAN DOUGLAS MORGAN
WITH
CAROLYNE CHEN – VIOLIN
ERIC CHUNG – VIOLIN
EUKI SAWADA – VIOLA
MELISSA CHU – CELLO

DREAM COLLAGE
BY KYLE FANENE
WITH
CAROLYNE CHEN – VIOLIN
SOFIA HASHEMI-ASASI – VIOLIN
PALAK PANCHOLI – VIOLA
FIFFANY CHENG – CELLO

TEMPORAL RIFT
BY NEWTON CHAN
WITH
KYLE BLAIR – PIANO
KYLE FANENE – VIBRAPHONE

PRESENTED BY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO
JÁNOS NÉGYESY
AND
LEI LIANG